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MAZE HILL, GREENWICH, LONDON, SE10 
£1,300,000 FREEHOLD 
 

AN ABSOLUTELY STUNNING THREE BEDROOM SEMI 
DETACHED HOUSE THAT IS LOCATED ON THIS 
WONDERFUL ROAD THAT SITS ADJACENT TO THE 
ROYAL PARK WITH INCREDIBLE VIEWS. MEASURING 
CIRCA 1313 SQ FT. 
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DESCRIPTION: 
An absolutely stunning three bedroom semi detached house, that is located on this wonderful road that sits adjacent to The 
Royal Park with incredible views. Measuring circa 1313 sq ft. 
 
Owned by the current owners since 2012, the property has been completely and lovingly renovated to an exceptionally high 
standard. This extensive work includes a new flat roof, new windows throughout and re-rendering of the exterior facia. The 
accommodation downstairs briefly comprises of spacious entrance hall and a lovely front reception room. The kitchen has been 
completely refitted with open plan reception space and a dining area that occupies the rear extension. The ground level also 
features oak engineered flooring and feature fireplaces.  
 
Upstairs there are three good sized bedrooms, with the front two having wonderful views into the park. There is also a large and 
beautifully fitted family bathroom. The wide landing also features skylights. There are both front and rear gardens with shared 
side access . The rear garden is tiered, with decking on the lower level, along with outside storage. Steps then lead up to the 
main lawned area which has great views towards Canary Wharf. 
 
Maze Hill is widely considered one of the best roads in Greenwich and runs along the eastern edge of The Royal Park. This 
means it is perfectly located for quick and easy access to the town centre, which offers a fantastic array of shops and 
restaurants, along with DLR, riverboat service and the popular Greenwich Market. Mainline Rail is also just moments away at the 
bottom of the hill.  
 
Your earliest viewing is highly recommended. 
 



 

 



 

 

Winkworth wishes to inform prospective buyers and tenants that these particulars are a guide and act as information only. All our details are given in good faith and believed to be correct at the time of printing but they don’t form part of an offer or contract. 
No Winkworth employee has authority to make or give any representation or warranty in relation to this property. All fixtures and fittings, whether fitted or not are deemed removable by the vendor unless stated otherwise and room sizes are measured 
between internal wall surfaces, including furnishings. 
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This floorplan is for illustration purposes only and is not to scale. The position and size of doors, windows, appliances and other features are approximate. 
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